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P R E S E N T A T I O N

Operator

Ladies and gentlemen, thank you for standing by, and welcome to the Playtech Q3 interim management statement conference. For today's recorded
presentation, all participants will be in a listen-only mode. After the presentation, there will be an opportunity to ask questions. (Operator Instructions).
I would now like to turn the conference over to the Chief Executive Mr. Mor Weizer. Please go ahead, sir.

Mor Weizer - Playtech LTD - CEO

Thank you very much. Good morning, everybody, and thank you for taking the time to join us today for this analyst conference call to review
Playtech's 2012 third quarter key performance indicators and trading update.

This is the Chief Executive Mor Weizer speaking, and I have with me our Finance Director Elect Ron Hoffman. Today, we will retain our normal
program with Ron first running through the financial results before I focus on our key business highlights and strategic actions. However, before
handing over to Ron, I would like to make some introductory comments.

The numbers speak for themselves, but I want to make the point that Playtech continues to make very positive progress across its different business
segments and the different markets.

In the third quarter, we have been focused on delivering various important operational activities that further strengthen the Company's position
as the natural choice for well-established gaming brands in a range of regulated markets. Most notably are the coral.co.uk launch, the third and
last phase of the Gala Coral project, as well as the launch of Betclic-Everest in France and outside of France announced earlier this week. Both are
landmark initiatives.

The results from Casino, Videobet, and our Services Division as well as our highly successful William Hill Online joint venture in particular showed
very significant uplift.

With an increasingly diverse portfolio and broad range of revenue streams, we are making great progress maintaining our global market-leading
position. At this stage, I will hand over to Ron for his financial commentary and will return to you later on the call. Thank you.
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Ron Hoffman - Playtech LTD - Finance Director Elect

Thank you, Mor, and good morning, everyone. In the first three months following the interim, the Company has performed very well, and I have
the easy task this morning of reporting yet another strong set of results. Pleasingly, Playtech delivered this level of performance despite the seasonal
trend that is traditionally seen at this time of the year.

I am particularly pleased to highlight our inclusion in the FTSE250 Index in September, where we are now currently ranked as the 88th largest
company in that index.

Gross income for the quarter was up 32% to EUR92.7m, and total revenues were up 30% over the prior year to EUR79.9m. It is important to remember
that when excluding the impact of acquisitions in 2011, we no longer need to exclude PTTS as it was purchased in July 2011 last year.

Excluding the impacts of acquisitions, which include Mobenga, Ash Gaming, and Geniety, revenues were up 24% on the same quarter in the prior
year, which is in line with the organic growth rate presented in the interim.

Looking at quarter-on-quarter growth, despite a very strong second quarter as well as the third quarter seasonality, we've continued to see growth.
Gross income was up 5%, and total revenues were up 2% when compared to the second quarter of 2012, which is mainly attributable to growth
in casino netted off by the continued decrease in poker as seen in the market.

Casino demonstrated continued strength, up 33% on the same period last year, which was mainly due to organic growth and the contribution
from Ash Gaming and the 4% on the second quarter mainly related to increases in live and mobile casino.

Poker has shown an expected decrease on the third quarter from last year. This is not particular to Playtech, and it is fair to say that this market
faces a number of important issues. Playtech is working hard to address this important market, and we are confident of real improvement, not least
due to the addition of new licensees, predominantly the launch of Betclic-Everest poker products in both France and the international markets,
the implementation of our new poker liquidity program, and the launch of speed poker across our network.

Pleasingly, Bingo continued to grow on the back of organic growth, increased chat moderator fees further complemented by the launch of mobile
bingo, with 17% growth on the prior year and 1% quarter-on-quarter growth. We're also seeing increased activity due to the launch of Gala Bingo,
which started generating revenues for Playtech from mid-October.

Videobet has grown considerably since last year with growth of 33% and 4% quarter-on-quarter uplift. It is important to note that the Global Draw
contract was deployed towards the end of the first quarter of 2011 and this deployment only completed at the end of the second quarter in 2011.

The Services Division, which has been successfully fully integrated with the Playtech offering, has continued to perform well and demonstrated
growth of 38% compared to the third quarter of 2011, which was mainly due to the new service agreements from the Asian market as well as strong
organic growth, and 1% quarter-on-quarter growth.

I would like to specifically highlight the outstanding performance of William Hill Online in the third quarter. With 50% growth in our share of profit
on the comparable quarter in 2011 and 36% increase over the second quarter of 2012, this is a demonstration of a powerful business that has
grown immensely since its formation in 2008.

At the end of the third quarter, our cash balances totaled EUR129m with total debt utilized in the amount of EUR72m. This balance is post the first
installment for the additional consideration on PTTS in the amount of EUR42m following the achievement of the earn-out target at the end of the
first half and before the payment of the interim dividend paid in October in the amount of EUR22.5m.

Playtech remains highly cash generative with strong cash conversion from adjusted EBITDA. The second tranche of the PTTS consideration of
EUR35m is due to be paid in January 2013.
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I am encouraged by the continued performance in the 37 days of the fourth quarter with daily average revenues over 17% above the comparable
period in the prior year and 16% on a like-for-like basis and 3% above the third quarter.

It's been a momentous year for Playtech, in terms of performance, the move to the London main list, and finally our inclusion in the FTSE 250 Index.

This concludes the financial overview, and I will now hand over you back to Mor, who will take you through the operational performance.

Mor Weizer - Playtech LTD - CEO

Thank you, Ron. I would like to turn to the key contributions made by the various development activities in the third quarter alluded to in my
introduction and cover some of the operational highlights.

In the third quarter, we were very active extending our reach in a variety of regulated markets and further establishing our position in regulated
markets, our core focus of business growth. During the course of the third quarter, we have successfully launched coral.co.uk, the third and last
phase of the phased migration of the Gala Coral project.

As indicated previously, the Gala Coral launch represents a landmark achievement for the Company, having introduced unique functionality,
unparalleled in the industry and indispensable to operators that are looking for a full comprehensive software solution. The new Gala Coral offering
includes an improved IMS as well as a newly developed portal and a mobile hub.

While the newly improved IMS acts as the infrastructure for all betting and gaming activities through one wallet integrated across all products and
platforms and a single point of reference across all players' activities, from a frontend perspective, the newly integrated Portal provides Gala Coral
with the ability to control the way it interacts with its users, customizing the user interface experience in accordance with the player preferences.

In the mobile space, we have converged between betting and gaming to create one mobile hub that is seamless for players. For the first time in
our industry, Gala Coral players can engage in different betting and gaming activities within the same application without the need to navigate
between different applications or transfer money between different applications.

We believe that such convergence between mobile betting and mobile gaming is inevitable in the same manner as the web environment, where
betting occurs alongside casino, poker, and bingo in the same site and represents the real value to all betting operators. This is an example of our
leading innovation in this rapidly emerging space.

The launch of Betclic-Everest announced earlier yesterday is a testament to the quality of Playtech's best-of-breed products. It also signifies the
unique market position Playtech holds in different regulated markets and the Company's ability to establish itself as the primary choice for
well-established operators in all regulated markets, regardless of market conditions.

This is a major milestone for the Company, not only due to the significant expected contribution of Betclic Everest to our revenue line, but because
it establishes the Company as the leading Poker supplier in France, and we expect our position to attract additional French licensees. France remains
an important market for Playtech, and the contribution of Betclic-Everest in France and outside of France further strengthen the Poker liquidity of
ipoker.fr and ipoker.com, respectively.

We remain very active with our licensees supporting them in their expansion activities into newly regulated markets. In the third quarter, we have
achieved additional milestones with the expansion of additional well-established licensees in Italy and the launch of two new Spanish operators,
and we are very encouraged by their progress to date.

We are in a good position. We remain ready and waiting for additional markets to open. Playtech is progressing new licensees that will be announced
in due course ahead of the coming regulations, and we have also been preparing for opportunities in newly regulating markets, such as the
Netherlands, Belgium, and additional markets outside of Europe. Preparations for further positive developments in Italy and the introduction of
slot games are well under way and expected later this year.
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We also welcome the statement made by the European Commission that national rules have to comply with EU laws indicating that certain important
markets for the online gaming industry are incompatible currently with European laws and the need for standardization of online gaming regulations
across Europe. Many operators have argued repeatedly that various products initially not included in local regulations are legitimate, and some of
Playtech's largest licensees expect the status quo to remain in place in the foreseeable future and beyond under newly introduced local laws that
are compliant with the EU laws.

Mobile continues to be instrumental to our success, as reflected in the results of most operators that utilize a mobile offering. Playtech's subsidiary
Mobenga, the leading mobile sports book provider, continues to perform above our expectations, and we see both sports and mobile as significant
future revenue streams. Mobenga continues to be an extremely important part of our mobile strategy and led the development of the new mobile
hub introduced for the first time as part of the Gala Coral project. We believe that, given Playtech's product innovation and unique functionality,
it will continue to attract the leading gaming operators.

Another implication of this development is that those who download the mobile application will automatically have access to Playtech's complete
suite of products, regardless of which channel was originally chosen. Even more importantly is that it provides a special functionality allowing
cross-selling, which is one of the fundamentals of any betting and gaming operation.

During the period, we have also launched the first mobile bingo application on the Android operating system, and in the coming months, the
product will be rolled out across the iOS platform for Apple iPhone and iPad users as well as HTML5 version.

The product itself will allow players to seamlessly move between the Web and Mobile platforms, where they are able to play Bingo variants including
90, 75, 80 ball as well as Deal or No Deal Bingo, participating in a cross-platform liquidity pool shared by all players regardless of which platform
they choose to play. Players will also be able to chat with other users, regardless of whether they are on mobile or Web platforms, and play mini
side games while playing bingo.

In poker, we have initiated a new poker liquidity program to ensure we create a better and more balanced environment for our licensees and their
players, thus incentivizing them to further invest into the poker product. As part of this initiative, we have split the network into two liquidity pools
with different criteria to each in accordance with the profile of the operators and their players. Since the inception of the initiative, our Tier I partners
are reporting a strong increase in revenue, and the overall activity in the network has grown significantly.

We anticipate that the newly restructured network will prove attractive to our poker licensees and address some of the pressing issues that the
poker industry faces. I'm happy to say that this initiative did not go unnoticed by other well-established operators, such as Betclic-Everest, as well
as additional well-established operators that Playtech is in advanced discussions with, and we expect to announce additional licensees in due
course.

The licensee growth following the introduction of the new poker policy as well as the recent addition of Gala Coral and Betclic-Everest reiterates
Playtech's unique position and its ability to operate successfully through the combination of existing licensees' performance and additional new
licensees joining the network. We also expect that this new equilibrium created within the network will further attract more poker licensees.

We continue with our games rollout as our existing and new licensees continue to look to Playtech for leading content to attract players. During
the period, we introduced 11 new games extending our ever-increasing portfolio and relationships with brand owners to deliver new titles onto
the platform in the quarter, including three new branded games, Baywatch, Marilyn Monroe, and John Wayne.

For Geneity, we see sports and mobile as significant future revenue streams going forward, and we have now successfully launched two licensees
using the advanced Geneity sports system. The progress to date of these licensees is very encouraging, and the feedbacks, some of which are from
leading UK online bookmakers that reviewed the product, so far are very strong.

Following the delivery and deployment of the first two licensees, we are in the process of rolling out our overall strategy for sports, and we expect
to attract a number of new sports licensees, a combination of new and existing Playtech licensees that would like to develop their sports channel
and equip it with one of the most sophisticated, flexible, and advanced systems.
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We are also establishing our lottery strategy that has proven track record in the UK through Geneity cross-platform lottery product, which will be
further developed in the coming few quarters and we believe will become a significant contributor to our overall performance in the medium term
and beyond.

Videobet has made a strong contribution to the Company performance, and we continue to deploy the Videobet technology outside the UK. As
stated by Scientific Games, our partner, earlier this month, its wholly-owned subsidiary The Global Draw has successfully extended an agreement
to continue as the sole provider of server-based gaming terminals for Gala Coral. The agreement covers 1,744 Coral shops and the provision of
Global Draw's new gaming terminals with enhanced functionality through 2017. Videobet will remain the technology infrastructure for the newly
deployed machines, and we are extremely happy with the extension of the contract.

Moving onto the performance of PTTS, which we indicated in our first half statements has been performing very strongly. Despite the seasonality
effect and traditional summer slowdown, PTTS continued to grow the Services Division. PTTS has continually experienced growth in regulated
markets, such as Italy, which has regulated additional products as well as other newly regulated markets, which have created significant additional
opportunities for PTTS.

PTTS is in preparation to enter additional markets due to open up in the near future and is preparing for the new legislation of slots in Italy. The
marketing initiatives including investments into soon-to-be-regulated markets, which helped to build the brand it is marketing in advance of such
expected regulations. It also included further expansion of our relationship with our Asian-facing licensee.

PTTS continues to be a game changer for us, and we are in discussions with various operators with regards to joint ventures and full turnkey
solutions. The importance of marketing being the lifeblood of our industry is well acknowledged by many operators, and given its importance, it
is extremely important that we fit the specific needs and requirements of those that are interested in such services.

Turning to William Hill Online, you have all seen the latest results from William Hill PLC, and as indicated previously, we are extremely pleased with
its performance and the very strong progress and growth made in the years since the creation of the joint venture during the third quarter and
since the beginning of the year in particular.

William Hill today holds the market-leading position and generates a level of activity both in terms of number of customers, revenues, and profits
that is unparalleled in the industry, and this is especially important, given William Hill Online's performance against their competitors and other
operators that represent their peer group. William Hill Online enjoyed phenomenally successful growth and has consistently delivered double-digit
growth year on year.

William Hill Online has one of the most sophisticated and advanced teams in the online gaming industry as well as the most advanced marketing
businesses, which has been further developed in recent years internally by William Hill Online.

William Hill Online's performance and size ensure that it is in a position to have one of the largest marketing investment capabilities compared to
other operators, both in the UK and elsewhere, thus not only supporting its growth going forward, but further strengthening its market-leading
position in the UK and internationally.

As for the current status of discussions with regards to our stake in the business, as indicated by the recent William Hill statement, it will begin the
valuation process for William Hill Online as part of its right to exercise its call option over Playtech's 29% stake in the business. William Hill Online
is a key element of William Hill overall success, and Playtech remains committed to the continued growth and success of the JV, maintaining a close
working relationship with William Hill as a key supplier.

In the event that the option is indeed exercised, Playtech is committed to a smooth handover of its stake in order to ensure a seamless transition
that will continue the support and William Hill Online's continued growth going forward.

We continue to strengthen our team, and I'm delighted to announce the appointment of Adam Kay as our new Head of Investor Relations. You
will no doubt be speaking to him soon.
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We remain very excited about the prospects for Playtech, and I want to finish where I started by restating my message regarding our strong financial
performance for the quarter.

While we are yet to conclude the year, the expected full contribution of Gala Coral and Betclic-Everest next year and additional licensees launched
so far this year; the full growth in regulated markets such as Spain and Denmark; the expected change in regulations in various markets such as
the Italian slots; the introduction of new important products such as sports betting and mobile hub and bingo applications and lottery; and the
strong pipeline of new licensees that will be announced in the coming months; Playtech is in a very strong position, and I remain confident and
excited by the outlook for the year, 2013, and beyond.

Thank you for listening this morning, and we would now be very happy to take any questions you may have.

Q U E S T I O N S  A N D  A N S W E R S

Operator

Thank you, sir. (Operator Instructions). Our first question from Richard Carter from Deutsche Bank. Please go ahead.

Richard Carter - Deutsche Bank - Analyst

Good morning.

Mor Weizer - Playtech LTD - CEO

Morning.

Richard Carter - Deutsche Bank - Analyst

First question, is it possible to quantify the impact of M&A in the Q3 casino number, please?

Ron Hoffman - Playtech LTD - Finance Director Elect

Yes, if we look at the casino number, after closing the fact of basically Ash Gaming, if you look specifically at casino, then you're looking for the
number over last year, or you're looking for the number -- ?

Richard Carter - Deutsche Bank - Analyst

Yes, number over last year.

Ron Hoffman - Playtech LTD - Finance Director Elect

It was (technical difficulty) 8%.

Richard Carter - Deutsche Bank - Analyst

8% contribution from Ash?
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Ron Hoffman - Playtech LTD - Finance Director Elect

28% after excluding the effect of Ash Gaming.

Richard Carter - Deutsche Bank - Analyst

Okay. Great. And if casino sort of grew sort of 33% year on year, do you have an idea of what the mobile growth rate was within that number?

Ron Hoffman - Playtech LTD - Finance Director Elect

Yes.

Richard Carter - Deutsche Bank - Analyst

Or, could you give an idea of how much of the EUR39m of Casino was from mobile casino, if possible?

Ron Hoffman - Playtech LTD - Finance Director Elect

Mobile at this point is still -- mobile casino at this point is still at a very low level. The potential is very high. It grew very significantly, basically at
the level of 50%. And it's now running at approximately a run rate of EUR1m a quarter.

Richard Carter - Deutsche Bank - Analyst

EUR1m a quarter.

Ron Hoffman - Playtech LTD - Finance Director Elect

Revenue.

Richard Carter - Deutsche Bank - Analyst

And do you see that being incremental, or do you think it's sort of cannibalizing existing casino?

Ron Hoffman - Playtech LTD - Finance Director Elect

We -- most of the revenues here are incremental rather than cannibalizing.

Richard Carter - Deutsche Bank - Analyst

Okay. And Mor said quite a few positive things on poker. How should we think about poker going forward? I mean, do you think you can stabilize
it, or do you think there's even a possibility that you can sort of grow it from the current levels?
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Mor Weizer - Playtech LTD - CEO

I think, Richard, that we will be first focused on stabilizing it before we grow it, obviously. And -- but, we definitely believe that we are in a unique
position. Unlike certain operators that have to decide where they would like to put their marketing money, we obviously enjoy the fact that the
new equilibrium created within the network further incentivizes them to invest more into poker from a marketing perspective, which we will benefit
from.

But, it's -- I believe that we are in a unique position because we are not reliant on just the marketing spend made by various existing licensees. We
can always grow the business and enjoy more revenue, incremental revenues from additional licensees. So, if you take, for example, Gala Coral
joining the network and Betclic-Everest, which will make significant contribution, given the fact that they are very much focused on poker, then
definitely, I see an upside for Playtech.

So, I would say that, then, as I indicated, we do expect that this new equilibrium, the quality of the liquidity, the quality of the partners within the
liquidity pool will attract more licensees. And as I indicated, we are in advanced discussions with various operators, well-known names. And so, I
would say that, while we are very much focused on stabilizing it, we definitely see poker as a significant and important element and segment of
our business. And we expect to grow it in the medium-longer term.

Richard Carter - Deutsche Bank - Analyst

Okay. And do you have any visibility on timing on Italian slots, introduction?

Ron Hoffman - Playtech LTD - Finance Director Elect

As far as we understand it, and given the feedback from our licensees, it should happen before the year end, sometime in December.

Richard Carter - Deutsche Bank - Analyst

And how many licensees do you currently have in Italy?

Ron Hoffman - Playtech LTD - Finance Director Elect

We've secured all of the partnerships that we have in Italy, the significant ones. We definitely intend to increase the number of licensees, various
well established operators that would like to establish themselves in casino in Italy. So, I would say the answer is we secured the existing relationships
with our licensees in Italy and further expand the number of licensees that will establish themselves ahead of the slots intro -- I mean, the slots
being introduced in Italy as casino operators in Italy.

Richard Carter - Deutsche Bank - Analyst

Can you give me just a ballpark figure? Is it 10 licensees now in Italy, or how many are operating with sites in Italy currently?

Ron Hoffman - Playtech LTD - Finance Director Elect

We have something along the lines of eight to 10 licensees with more that will establish themselves soon.
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Richard Carter - Deutsche Bank - Analyst

And then just finally, obviously, the proportion of revenue in Asia has been increasing significantly over the last 12 months. Do you think we're
getting near the end of that very significant changing in the sort of diversity profile, or do you expect Asia to continue to be growing as an overall
proportion of revenue going forward?

Mor Weizer - Playtech LTD - CEO

Yes, I think that from the existing relationship and the relationship PTTS established with an Asian-facing licensee, I think that, from this point
onwards, we will see continuous growth, but it will be organic growth, as much as expected from certain operators in the region. However, I will
say Playtech is very much focused on diversifying, further diversifying its position in Asia and in -- very much focused, as you know, on regulated
markets. We do believe that there are additional opportunities for us. We do believe that there are changes in Asia that present a great opportunity
for us to establish ourselves in a regulated way in Asia. So, you should expect some good news for us in the coming few quarters with regards to
our expansion in Asia in a fully regulated way.

Richard Carter - Deutsche Bank - Analyst

Asian revenues were nearly 30% in Q3 versus 20% last year. Is Asia going to be 40%, or is it just going to sort of -- is Europe going to sort of bounce
back as you focus more on licensee growth there, more regulations? So, is the proportion going to sort of, do you think, settle around where we
are at the moment, or is Asia still going to increase its overall share dramatically going forward?

Ron Hoffman - Playtech LTD - Finance Director Elect

It's hard to say, Richard. The organic growth as we expect from -- on the back of the organic growth from the existing contracts that we have, we
don't expect Asia to increase significantly more than Europe or other parts of the world that we are active in.

Richard Carter - Deutsche Bank - Analyst

Okay. Okay. That's great.

Ron Hoffman - Playtech LTD - Finance Director Elect

(technical difficulty) revenues are coming from additional licensees.

Richard Carter - Deutsche Bank - Analyst

Okay. Thank you.

Mor Weizer - Playtech LTD - CEO

Thank you, Richard.

Operator

Thank you. Our next question is from Gavin Kelleher from Goodbody. Please go ahead.
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Gavin Kelleher - Goodbody - Analyst

Hi. Morning, guys. Just firstly, could you just clarify Richard's question there on casino growth ex-acquisitions in the quarter? Was that 8% you said
year on year? And -- well, firstly, if you could clarify on that.

Ron Hoffman - Playtech LTD - Finance Director Elect

Yes, the casino growth excluding the effect of acquisitions is 28%.

Gavin Kelleher - Goodbody - Analyst

28%. Okay. Excellent. In terms of the margins in the Services Division at PTTS, are they as you guided at the time of the interims, or has there been
any move in those either up or down? Are they still around the level you talked about before?

Ron Hoffman - Playtech LTD - Finance Director Elect

They're still in the same level that we indicated in the interims. And we expect it to remain at the same level at least for the year end and beyond.

Gavin Kelleher - Goodbody - Analyst

Okay. Cool. In terms of mobile, just roughly how many mobile casino games would you have at the moment? And can you give any sort of indication
of the pipeline and on average how many games you can see coming through in mobile, be it per quarter or on a monthly basis from here on in?

Mor Weizer - Playtech LTD - CEO

Yes, we have a variety of mobile games, between 15 to 20 games, our top-performing games obviously, some of which are branded games. We
have a specific plan to roll out a lot of new games in the coming year, both on Android, iPhone, and iPad. And this number will grow exponentially
on the back of the focus we put on mobile. So, I can't really -- I can't basically provide the exact number, but you should expect a very significant
increase over the next few quarters.

Gavin Kelleher - Goodbody - Analyst

Would it be fair to say that 50% of all new games being developed now are being also developed for mobile, or is it a higher percentage?

Mor Weizer - Playtech LTD - CEO

I would say that each and every game that is now developed is being developed both on -- as a downloadable version as well as HTML5. So, by
definition, we changed the programming internally. We realized that mobile is one of the most important segments of our business. We see the
trend. We see the convergence between web and mobile and the conversion between web and mobile and the different demographics that it
attracts, additional people that are interested in playing mobile, as Ron indicated before.

Hence, we decided that we will very -- we will be very much focused on providing our best content in each and every -- compatible with each and
every platform. So, I would say that the approach is that each and every game from this point onwards will be developed. So, it will be compatible
with mobile.
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Gavin Kelleher - Goodbody - Analyst

Okay. And finally, just in terms of the Q4 performance, the 17% increase year on year, or so -- yes, year on year, is that -- is the trends that we're
seeing by vertical, are they similar in Q4 in terms of the percentage up or down, or is there anything different we should be taking into account?

Ron Hoffman - Playtech LTD - Finance Director Elect

Again, sorry, Gavin? I'm not sure I understood the question.

Gavin Kelleher - Goodbody - Analyst

Basically, have the trends by vertical in terms of the revenue increase or decline continued into Q4, or is there anything different happening versus
Q3, just to get a feel for how we look at Q4 on a vertical basis?

Ron Hoffman - Playtech LTD - Finance Director Elect

No, it's basically in line with the trends. The only difference I would say is that, with the inclusion of Gala Coral generating revenues for the first time
starting October, obviously, it will have an effect on the bingo revenues. So, the increase there is expected to be more significant. But, I think on
the other parts, it's mainly the same.

Gavin Kelleher - Goodbody - Analyst

That's excellent. Thanks very much, guys.

Ron Hoffman - Playtech LTD - Finance Director Elect

Thank you.

Mor Weizer - Playtech LTD - CEO

Thank you.

Operator

Thank you. The next question's from Nick Batram from Peel Hunt. Please go ahead.

Nick Batram - Peel Hunt - Analyst

Morning, guys. A couple of questions from me. First of all, Videobet, which has obviously done very well in the UK, I just wonder where we are
internationally and whether we can see another sort of step change in the profitability of that business going forward.

And also, the potential of having a very big check next year from William Hill, in terms of what you might do with that money, clearly, you've been
acquisitive in the past, but are there the scale of opportunities that sort of would justify the sort of -- the number that you might get from William
Hill?
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Ron Hoffman - Playtech LTD - Finance Director Elect

Yes, sorry, can you repeat the question on Videobet again? I'm not sure we understood the point.

Nick Batram - Peel Hunt - Analyst

Just on Videobet, clearly, you've done will in the UK with the bookmakers. I just wonder what the opportunity internationally is with that business.
And we've had a step change in profitability over the last 12, 18 months. Is that potential also going forward?

Mor Weizer - Playtech LTD - CEO

Yes, definitely. I would say Videobet is obviously -- the UK became our showcase. I think that we have a very significant position from a technology
perspective in the UK market, providing our technology supporting global -- the global relationships with some of the leading bookmakers, including
the whole estate of Ladbrokes and the whole estate of Coral, as I indicated in my script. And we definitely believe that this will continue going
forward.

Out of the UK, we are deploying additional machines together with Global Draw, given the presence in Latin America. And as I indicated earlier,
this is definitely happening now.

Regardless of those -- of this relationship with Global Draw, Playtech is now in the process of identifying a few other markets that we will be very
focused on. I won't mention the countries here. But, definitely markets for VLTs are very significant and important within the context of the gaming
activity happening in the country. We are developing these relationships.

Having said all that, the cycles in -- when it comes to Videobet are a bit longer, given the fact that there is a physical constraint, unlike in online,
where you just want to add more and more games, and there is no real capacity. You can add -- you can have 200 games or 1,000 games, and it's
the same. In a physical location, there is always the constraint of the physical premises. And the idea will always be to maximize the return from
each and every machine on the floor.

And therefore, usually, what happens in the case of Videobet is that the sale cycles are a bit longer. It does include proof-of-concept period in order
to ensure that we can definitely grow the revenues from the -- when you replace machines with the Videobet technology.

We are very encouraged by the first signs of certain proof of concepts in various parts of the world. We definitely understand that we can do this.
We did it already in the UK. So, I would say that, short term, it will be on the back of -- the growth will come from the relationship with Global Draw.

Going forward, we definitely intend to take Videobet to the next level. We have proven track record, not in emerging markets, small countries
outside of Europe. We are talking about one of the leading markets from a VLT, FOBT perspective, the UK. And we definitely intend to leverage
that.

As for the William Hill Online, if they exercise the option, then we definitely expect, obviously, a big payment. And we started identifying opportunities
for Playtech, obviously to further diversify our business and in order to create incremental revenue streams and income streams for the Company.
And we identified certain acquisition opportunities. It's a combination obviously still in the analysis phase. And I can't comment more than that.
But, definitely, we will be prepared with our strategy, and we will execute on our strategy if they choose to exercise it.

Having said all that, we are obviously very happy with the performance. It has gone very well so far, and definitely, we expect the relationship to
continue, to enjoy a very successful relationship with William Hill going forward. It's an amazing business.
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Nick Batram - Peel Hunt - Analyst

Thanks.

Operator

Thank you. Our next question is from Emanuel Figueiredo from LBV Asset Management. Please go ahead.

Emanuel Figueiredo - LBV Asset Management - Analyst

Yes, good morning. I have two follow ups. The first one is on Asia. Could you maybe provide a little bit more color on where -- in which regions in
Asia you're operating currently, where the opportunities lie geographically and by product area? That would be my first question. And then I'll ask
a second one.

Ron Hoffman - Playtech LTD - Finance Director Elect

Okay. Yes, good morning. The Asia basically is mainly done in regions like Malaysia, the Philippines, China, and some additional areas. But these
are the main three countries where it's residing. It's mainly casino and live casino products.

Mor Weizer - Playtech LTD - CEO

I will just add to that that we definitely see a change in Asia, where some parts of Asia are now considering regulating. Obviously, we are in a good
position. We invested into Asia, into Asian products and that are very appealing to the local audience. And I think that we are in a good position,
very attractive proposition. Hence, we believe that we will be able to further diversify our position and enjoy the coming regulations and the existing
regulations in some of the markets, which will be announced in due course.

Emanuel Figueiredo - LBV Asset Management - Analyst

Okay. And my second question is a follow up on the William Hill. You mentioned the possibility of using some of -- in the hypothetical situation
that should you -- that William Hill does exercise the option, you've mentioned the possibility of doing acquisitions. I would also ask you, do you
contemplate giving money back to the shareholders because it is a huge amount of money.

Ron Hoffman - Playtech LTD - Finance Director Elect

Yes, it is definitely something that we will have to consider but definitely something that stays for the Board to consider at the time, dependant
on the opportunities that we have and the amount that will be paid. And this is something that will be judged by the Board in due course.

Emanuel Figueiredo - LBV Asset Management - Analyst

Thank you.

Operator

Thank you. The next question from Simon Davies from Canaccord. Please go ahead.
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Simon Davies - Canaccord - Analyst

Morning, guys. Three from me, if I may. Firstly, just following up from Richard's questions about Italian slots, can you give us a view of how significant
a new market segment that will be? Any numbers you could put on that would be great.

Secondly, you talked about positive integration in terms of the Gala Coral contract. If you could give us any feel for the run rates there, relative to
both your expectations and gross rates relative to Gala Coral's trading before the integration, and if you could give any feel for the scale of that
contract, i.e. is it going to be a top five license or possibly even top two?

And lastly, can you give us a status update on the US, i.e. state of negotiations in other states? And what is happening in California given the
potential disbanding, I believe, of COPA?

Ron Hoffman - Playtech LTD - Finance Director Elect

Yes, good morning, Simon. On the first question on the Italian slots, it's very hard, honestly, to predict what would be the revenues coming in from
the Italian slots. With that being said, we do believe that Italy is a market which is very much oriented on VLTs. And therefore, we believe the slots
are a very big opportunity.

In the dot-com arena, we can say that, on Casino level, approximately 40% of the activity of Casino is done -- is in slot games. So, it's definitely a
big opportunity. Without being too bullish, I'm -- my personal estimation, which me and Mor have a debate on that, my personal estimation is
between EUR3m and EUR4m. Mor thinks it's slightly higher than that. And this is on an annual level.

With respect to your second question on Gala Coral, the current run rate or -- and the level that we see is at a level of EUR5m annually. It means it
will be in the top five licensees in the low of top five licensees, but definitely a very significant licensee for Playtech.

Mor Weizer - Playtech LTD - CEO

I just want to add here that this is the first. Obviously, migrations are always a sensitive area. And we just launched Coral. So, definitely, we see an
upside. And the current run rate, the EUR5m, we believe does not reflect the true potential of this business, given the level of commitment we saw
during the project. And we definitely think that it will grow and grow significantly over time and will become a top five licensee.

Simon Davies - Canaccord - Analyst

Great. Thanks. And the US?

Mor Weizer - Playtech LTD - CEO

On the US, definitely, we have certain initiatives. I won't get into specific ones. But, we are -- we have certain initiatives in the US. As I indicated
before, we are supporting certain relationships that we have of companies that decided to apply for an interactive license.

In Nevada, for example, if I take, for example, Penny Power or those that indicated into the market, whether it is Penny Power or William Hill, in
New Jersey, obviously, we collaborate with Sportech. And we're definitely very much focused on reviewing the market and the opportunities and
the timing of regulations, given the uncertainty in certain states.

But definitely, we think that we are -- if and when it will be regulated, we believe that we are in a very good position, given the scale and breadth
of the -- I would say the products that we have as well as the services that we can provide to potential partners.
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As for COPA, as you all probably know, COPA decided to basically part ways or break up the relationship that they had. We enjoy a very good
relationship with some of the tribes in the card rooms. And we definitely monitor and in discussions with them what the future relationship and
what is the future and the appetite of various tribes in card rooms is in California.

It is -- it was partly, as they indicated, it was partly done because of the uncertainty around the regulations in California. Yes, as I indicated, we
believe that, if and when it will be regulated, Playtech is in a great position to enjoy such relationships going forward.

Simon Davies - Canaccord - Analyst

Great. Thanks.

Operator

Thank you. The next question, Martin Fahey from IG International Management. Please go ahead.

Martin Fahey - IG International Management - Analyst

Yes, hi. Good morning. Can you clarify exactly what your net cash position is? That's excluding any customer deposits, please.

Ron Hoffman - Playtech LTD - Finance Director Elect

Yes, I think I indicated it earlier in this -- during this presentation. Our cash balance at the end of September is EUR129m. And we have a credit
facility. We have a debt -- utilized debt of EUR72m, which is decreasing over time, quarterly payments. And we have jackpot balances in the amount
of -- shy of EUR20m. So, that's basically -- if you strip out, it's basically around EUR40m, EUR50m net.

Martin Fahey - IG International Management - Analyst

That's before the payment to PTTS, okay?

Ron Hoffman - Playtech LTD - Finance Director Elect

This is before -- this is after the initial payment to PTTS, the EUR42m, which was paid in July. This is before the payment of dividend in the amount
of EUR22m in October. And this is before the payment of EUR35m in January for the second payment of the second consideration of PTTS.

Mor Weizer - Playtech LTD - CEO

We do believe that the business remains very cash generative. I think that not too many companies can say the same thing. And we definitely
expect to pay additional payments that are due as part of the ongoing cash generation of the Company.

Ron Hoffman - Playtech LTD - Finance Director Elect

I'll go straight to the answer. If you look at the expected cash balance, we expect the cash balance at the end of the year to be pretty much the
same and to pretty much at the same level, meaning around EUR130m netted off by the -- by around EUR20m of jackpots and basically with an
outstanding debt of approximately -- it will be less than EUR72m. It will be around EUR68m due to the quarterly payments, and then another
EUR35m will need to be paid in January.
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Operator

Thank you. (Operator Instructions). There appear to be no further questions, sir. Please continue with any other point you wish to raise.

Mor Weizer - Playtech LTD - CEO

I just would like to thank you, everyone, for listening today. And we wish you a great day and remaining of the week.

Operator

Thank you. Ladies and gentlemen, this concludes the Playtech Q3 interim management statement conference. Thank you for participating. You
may now disconnect.
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